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SOME ASPECTS OF ABERRATION THEORY APPLICATION FOR
BEAM DYNAMICS STUDY IN CIRCULAR ACCELERATORS
M.G.N.A.G.A.ENKO
D.V.Efremov Scientific Research Institute of
Electrophysical Apparatus. 189631. Leningrad. USSR
Abstract Some problems of particle tracking in
circular accelerators and calculation of the nonlinear
corrections to dynamic functions and tunes based on
aberration theory. are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Methods based on aberration theory find increased usage in
beam dynamics study specific to circular accelerators and
storage rings. Canonical full-tu.rn. transformation of
particle phase space coordinates is expressed as a six-fold
Taylor expansion using their initial boundary values:
(1 )
T TThe 6-vector X=(x 1 ... x6 ) =(x.Px.ZtPz.crt~) is a vector
describing the location of a particle in phase space. x. z.
and cr are radi.al. axial. and longi. tUdinal displacements
from the equilibril.Un parti.cle. Px' Pz' and 0 are the
canoni.cal momenta.
We shall confine our paper to two points. The ii.rat is
devoted to the estimation of computational error while
using aberration expansions for mul ti-turn particle
tracking. The second poi.nt is a brief description of a
method of aberration expansions averaging for calculation
o:f nonli.near correct::l.ons to dynamic functions and tune




A MEASURE OF ACCURACY IN PARTICLE TRACKING
The main problems with tracking codes are the unavoidable
errors. which result from truncation of the expansion by
dropping terms of high order as well as inaccuracy in
aberration coefficients and rounding errors. The most
obvious consequence of these errors is the violation of
Liouville' s theorem which provides the constant value of
the beam phase space volume.
Let W={Bx(.(1)/Bx
J
(O)} be the Jacobian matrix of the
transformation (1). Due to Hamiltonian dynamics the matrix
. TW should satisfy the symplecticity condition: W SW=S. where
the matrix S is constructed of (~ -6) diagonal blocks.
Computat ional errors have non-Hamil tonian nature. Thus •
instead of strict equality we have: WTSW=S+~S=S. and the
Jacobian of the transformation is equal to
tv tv 1 /2J=det(W)=[det(S)] =1+~J.
It is suitable to take ~J as a measure of accuracy. In
order to calculate this measure we have used a convenient
approach. Let the values to be found be expanded in Taylor
series:
00 k 1+···+k6 =q k k k k\' \' 1 6 1 6Ils(.J=-s(.J+ L L (~s(.J'x1 •• • x 6 )x1 (0) •• • x 6 (0). (2)
q=1 k1···k6~O
00 k 1+···+k6 =q k k k k~J = l l (~JIX1 1 ••• x6 6 )X11(0) ... x6 6 (0). (3)
q=O .k1 • • •k6~O
The coefficients of the expansions (2) may be obtained
from the discrepancy of the symplecticity condition. In the
most general form
~1 K 6 ~ { k 1 B6 11 16(~s(.Jlx ••• ~ )=Lk f,7,J (pxlx ••• ~ )(xlx ••• ~ )
k 1 k 6 1 1 16
-(xix ••• ~ ) (p Ix ... a )
x
k 1 k 6 11 16+(p Ix ... 0 )(zlx •.• 0 )
z
B 1 &6 7,1 16 }
-(zlx ••• 0 ) (pzlx ••• 0 )
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where i=1 ... 3, j=1 ... 4. The sum extends over all values of
k,l~O restricted by k
a
+la=Ka , a~ttJ; k t +l t =K t +1;
k J+1 J=KJ+1 ·
It may be proved, that
(~JI1 )+(4Jlx)x(O)+(~Jlp )p (O)+(~JI~)~+···
x x
(5 )
The other first-order terms vanish. The constant term
(~JI1) may be usually neglected. Thus, substituting (4) in
equation (5) t we have:
(~Jlx)=(xlx)(p Ixp )+2(p Ip )(xlx2 )_(p Ix)(x1xpx)
x x x x x
-2(xlp )(p Ix2 )+(zlz)(p Ixp )+ (p Ip )(zlxz)
x x z z z z
-(p 'z)(zlxp )- (zip )(p Ixz):
z z z z
2 2(~Jlp )=2(xlx)(p Ip )+(p Ip )(xlxp )-2(px1x)(xlpx)
x x x x x x
- (p I z ) (z Ip p ) - (zip ) (p Ip z):
z x z z z x
(~JI~)=(xlx)(p Ip ~)+(p Ip )(xlx~)-(p Ix)(xlp ~)x x x x x . x
-(xlp )(p Ixa)+(zlz)(p Ip ~)+(p Ip )(zlz~)
x x z z z z
-(p Iz)(zlp ~)-(zlp )(p Iz~);z z z z
The terms of higher order could be retained in (5) and
expressed in terms of the aberration coefficients.
It should be pointed out, that the r.h.s. of (4), being
equated to zero, produces the fundamental restrictions on
aberration coefficients of transverse motion, the structure
of which is independent of the given magnetic lattice. Such
equations are called invariant equations. The invariant
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equations for the coefficients of the second and the third
order of transverse motion were developed in Ref.1. The
invariant equations given in the present paper are written
in the most general form for the aberration coefficients of
arbitrary high order. Those for longitudinal motion may be
obtained following the same procedure.
~HOD OF ABERRATION EXPANSIONS AVERAGING
Consider the transformation (1) over the full turn of
the particle. The phase-space coordinates x t (1.=1 ••• 4) may
be represented in the Floquet form and expressed through
the Twiss amplitude functions, oscillation phases X • and
x.z
the Courant Snyder invariants (em1ttances) 8 It
x,z
follows from general dynamics [2], that distribution of the
particles in phase space is independent of X • This
x,z
enables us to find out the characteristics of nonlinear
betatron oscillations: phase advance per turn ~ ,Twiss
x,z
functions ~ • r ,a ,and the beam centroid shift
x,z x.z x,z
<x~> as some functions of the given values of 8 , 8 and a
11 x Z
by averaging the transformation (1) over initial boundary
conditions X (0).
x.z
Let us represent the coordinates Xi as a sum: x1.=Et+Ri ,
where R1.=<x 1. > is a periodic function, and '1. is the
oscillating part of the averaged motion: <Et>=O. The values
to be found we expand in series in powers of 8 , 8 and a.
x z
For example:
2 2~ = ~ 0 +(~ tala +(~ 18 )8 +(~ 18 )8 +(~ 10 )0 + ... (6)x x . x x x x x z z x
Consider ~irst the ~unctions R i . It is easy to prove.
that R1.~O for radial motion only. Beam centroid shift is
produced by dispersion of orbits due to momentum error as
well as additional force due to non-zero amplitude of the
betatron oscillations. Averaging the equation (1) we obtain
the sequence of linear equation systems. the solution of
which may be written in matrix form as follows:








The r.h.s. of these systems are the Taylor coefficients of
the functions D1.2=D1.2(~.€x,EZ):
()() k+l+m+n+p=q
D( = l l eX(lxk p; zm p~ 5P)<Zmeo)p~eo»
q=1 k,l.m.n.p~O
In order to calculate the characteristics of non-linear
betatron oscillations. we seek a linear transformation
ee1 )=MeeO) with symplectic matrix M={m(Je2x.2z.5»), which
in the best way approximate the real transformation (1) for
the particles with the given values of sx' Sz and a. Under





on the set o~ symplectic matrices. It is obvious, that i£
e =0 and a=o the matrix M becomes an ordinary full-turn
x,z
transfer matrix. There is no energy interchange between x-
and z- oscillations in a non-resonant case. Thus. the
matrix M has a structure with the zero o£f-diagonal (2)<2)-
blocks. The matrix elements m tJ could be obtained in the
form. like (6). The phase advance per turn of averaged
betatron oscillations as well as Twiss functions, modified
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by nonlinear effects are rela.ted to mtJ in an o:r:-"dinary way.
Some practical formulae for calculation of corrections to
dynamic parameters are given in Ref.3.
CONCLUSION
The described above methods have been incorporated in
the computer code TOREX [4] and were used in practical beam
dynamics study [5]. In order to compare results with those
obtained by alternative methods. we have carried out test
calculation of the nonlinear effects in the magnetic
structure of the UNK. We have studied the tune shifts
induced by the sextupole and the octupole field components.
Our results agree very well with the data given in
Refs.6.7.
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